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What is directory submission service? How it can assist you or your business? Search engine
optimization is a way to increase the quality or volume of web traffic to your site from the search
engines through unpaid or natural search results instead of search engine marketing which is mainly
all about paid inclusions.

Optimization of web site entails editing the HTML and contents and other linked coding to improve
its linkage to specific keywords and also to remove any barriers in successful indexing to the web
directories. Now SEO has turned submission of articles and to directories to its own benefit. Here
good directory submission service can benefit you.

Getting quality links to your site is essential if you are interested in improving your ranking on
Google, Bing or Yahoo and improve overall targeted traffic. The directory submission service has
been a most successful and tested way to get your site out there on the top. It actually entails
submitting your website to directories to ensure that all the users browsing your site can easily
locate you when they search for some group.

This has been working well and has been initially proposed by the Google not long ago. If you have
more backlinks to your website, your website will reach high ranking on the search engines. A
directory submission service can assist you in this tiresome task of your site submission.

A directory submission service will visit each web directory and submit your website in a most
accurate classification. They normally automate this procedure in order to make it more efficient but
actual submission is done by visiting each of the website as you may do it at your home. Major
search engines never pay anybody to submit your website to them as they will automatically
discover your website as long as you've got good backlinks to it.

When you finally decide to submit your website to the web directories, it is always suggested that
you should do it manually. Automated directory submissions are caught by search engines which
results in penalization of the website on whose behalf the submission is done. Apart from this, web
article directories have anti-spam tools installed in their web pages to ensure that there are no spam
submissions.

In order to get the best result from website submissions, it is very important that the URL of your
web site be hand submitted by humans. There are different article and directory submission sites
and submission norms are different. Only an expert can understand the difference and submit
accordingly. Remember, quality resources can only be stipulated by manual submission.

Article submissions or directory submissions are used in the promotion of the website and also help
in improving its position in search engine results. Most of the article directories are free, but carry
some submitting criteria such as content quality and word limits. There are also different niches of
article directories available which means that you can write on just about anything that you like or
which interests you.

Article marketing and directory submissions are treated as one of the strongest optimization
strategies. It improves the performance of Internet marketing. Articles are valuable because search
engine spiders value content only. Write quality content and don't forget to add a resource box at
the end because it will provide a quality link. You can also include a call to action in the resource
box. This, too, is an important inclusion from a marketing perspective.
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